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Help with scan for price crossing moving average

Hello, I’m trying to create a scan that will catch when a price crosses a moving average. For instance, when a stock
prices crosses the 50 day moving average or the 20 day moving average etc. I have read some of the online
documentation that states this can be done using a MACD setting of 1,50,1 or 1,MA,1 depending on what the moving
average is. This would definitely suit my needs. The problem is that I can’t get it to work in a scan. If I create a scan to

catch when the MACD line crosses the 0 line I don’t get any results since the MACD line would have to be exactly on
0 at the time of the scan. If I use > or < signs I get 999 results. Ideally I would like to have a scan that would tell me
the day after a price crossed a moving average. In other words, the day after the price crossed the 50 day moving
average (or whatever MA I choose). Is that possible? Any help would be greatly appreciated.

Thanks!

price  moving-average

The simplest solution is just

and [close x sma(50, close)]

but remember, this doesn't happen everyday, especially in the current market where almost everything is already way
above it's 50 ma, so it's possible to have valid scan logic and not get any hits.

see the documentation for the "x" (cross above) operator.

you could shorten the sma parameter to get more hits - 21, 10, 5, 3 - those happen more often.

In addition to Markd's answer above on the exact cross, you could also just scan for stocks that are near the MA you
are looking for and then put them on a watch list. Here's an article on how to do this.

http://blogs.stockcharts.com/scanning/2010/03/gord-greer-scanning-for-near-crosses.htm

If you look under the tags for EMA or EMA-cross you should find a number of threads asking a similar question that
should help in your scan.
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